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the relation affirmed between I and B in the proposition * d differs
from .B' is the general relation of difference, and is precisely and
lrumerically the same as the relation affirmed between C and D in
tt C differs from D." And this doctrine must be held, for the same
rea^sons, to be true ofall other relations; relations do not have instances,
but are strictly the same in all propositions in which they occur.

We may now sum up the main points elicited in our discussion of
the verb. lhe verb, we saw, is a concept which, like the adjective, may
occur in a proposition without being one of the terms of the proposition,
though it may also be made into a logical subject. One verb, end one
only, must occur as rcrb in every proposition;(but everv proposition,
by turning its verb into a vertpl noun, c&ll be changed into a single
logical subject, of a kind which I shell call in future a_propositional
gg$gpt.) Every verb, in the logical senso of the word, may be regarded
as a relation; when it ocrcurs as verb, it actuall.y relates, but when it
o@urs as verbal noun it is the bere relation considered independently of
the terms which it relates. Verbs do not, like adjectives, have instances,
but are identical in all the cases of their occumence. Owiug to the way
in which the verb actually relates the terms of a proposition, every
proposition has a unity which renders it distinct from the sum of its
constituents. All these points lead to logical problems, which, in a
treatise on logic, would deserve to be fully and thoroughly discucaed.

Having now given a general sketch of the nature of verbs and
adjectives, I shall proceed, in the next two chapters, to discussions
arising out of the consideration of adjectives, and in Chapter vrr to
topics connected with verbs. Broadly speaking, classes are connected
with adjectives, while propositional functions involve verbs. It is for
this reason that it has been neoessary to deal at such length with a
subject which might seem, at first sight, to be somewhat remote from
the principles of mathematics.

Ariilotelian Society, l$n-l(X)l) muet not be applied to all concepts. The relation of
an instance to its urriversal, at any rate, must be actually and numerically the eame
in all cages where it occurs.

CIIAPTER V.

DENOTING.

66. TnB notion of denoting, like most of the notions of logig has
been obscured hitherto by an undue admixtune of psychology. There is
& sense in which we denote, when we point or describe, or employ words
as symbols for concepts; this, howeve& is not the sense that I wish to
discuss. But the fact that description is possible-that we are able, by
the employment of concepts, to designate a thing which is not a concept
-is due to a logical relation between some conr:epts and some terlns, in
virtue of which such concepts inherently and logically denpla such tenns.
It is this sense of denoting which is here in question. This notion lies
at the bottom (I think) of all theories of substance, of the subject-
predicate logic, and of the opposition between things and ideas,
discursive thought and immediate perception, These various develop-
ments, in the mainr appear to rne mistaken, while the fundamental fact
itself, out of which they have ffrown, is hardly ever discussed in its
logical purity.

A concept donotes when, if it occuns in a proposition, the proposition
is nol abopt the concept, but about a term connected in a certain
peculiar way with the concept. If I say 6'I met a, man,' the proposition
is not about a man,t this is a concept which does not walk the streets,
but lives in the shadowy limbo of the logic-books. What I met was a
thbg,lqq! a concept, an actual man with i tailor and a bank-account6r
a public-house and a drunken wife. Again, the proposition " any fnite
number is odd or even'is plainly true; yet the contept "any finite
number' is neither odd nor even. It is only particular numbers that are
odd or even; there is not, in addition to these, another entity, any
numher, which is either odd or even, and if there were, it is plain that it
could not be odd and could not tte even. Of the concept " any numberr"
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C,amelot, Gladstone Road, Upper Tooting, on the 18th of June 19-,
Man, eldest son of Death and Sin." Man, in fact, does not die; hence
if tt man is mortal' wene, as it appears to be, a proposition abrirtt man,
it would be simply false. The fact is, the proposition is about men;
and here again, it is not about the concept mzn, bat about what this
concept denotes. The whole theory of definition, of identity, of classes,
of symbolism, and of the variable is wrapped up in the theory of
denoting. The notion is a fundamental notion of logic, and, in spite
of its difficulties, it is quite essential to be a"s clear about it as possible.

67. The notion of denoting may be obtained by a kind of logical
genesis from subject-predicate propositions, upon rvhich it seenrs mone or
less dependent T--"- ll-llplept 9f plopositions are those in rvhich one
predicate occurs otherwise than as a term, and there is only one term of
which the predicate in question is asserted. Such propositions nray be
called subject-predicate propositions. Instances are: ,{ is, I is one,
,y' is human. Concepts which are predicates might also be colled class-
concepts, because they give rise to classes, but we shall find it necessary
to distinguish between lhe words preditate and cl,ass-contept. Propositions
of the subject-predicate t;pe always imply and are implied by other propo-
sitions of the type which asserts that an individual belongs to a class.
Ihus the above instances are equivalent to: ,{ is an entity, I is a unit,
I is a man. These new propositions are not identical with the previous
ones, since they hnve an entirely different fonn. To begin rvith, fs is now
the only concept not used as a terrn. A man, rve shall find, is neither
a concept nor a tenn, but a certain kind of cornbination of certain terrns,
namely of those which are human. And the relation of Sor:rates to
n, man is quite different from his relation to humanity ; indeed "Socrates
is humau" rnust be held, if the above view is correct, to be not, in the
most usual sense,& iudgrnent of relation bet*'een Socrates and hunranity,
since this vierv rvould nake human occur as temr in ..soclates is hurnan.'
It is, of cour'lie, undeniable that a relation to humanitv is implied by
" Socrates is human,' narnely the relation expressed bv ,. Socrates has
hutnanity'; ancl this relation conversel.y inrplies the subiect-pledir:ate
proposition. But the trvo propositions c&n be clearl.y distinguished, and
it is irnportant to the theory of classes that this should be done. 'fhus
rve have, in the case of everv prediete, three types of propositions
rvhich inrply one another, narnely, ..socratcs is hunranr" .,socrates has
humanit.y'r" and " Socrates is a rnpn." The firct contains a telur and
a predicate, the second trvo terurs autl a relation (the second telur being
identical rvith the pndicnte of the first proposition)*, rvhile the third
contains a terrn, a relation, and u'hat I shall c,all a disjuuction (a terrn
rvhich s'ill be explained shortlv)f. 'l'he class-concept diffens little, if at

* cf. $ 40.
f'Ihere are two allial propositions exprcssal by tlre sarne wortls, rramely

"Socratcs is a-marr" arxl (lJocrirtes is-a m:rrr," 'lhe ahove remarkg apply to the
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all, from the predicate, while the clase, as opposed to the class-<pncept, is
the sunr or conjunction of all the terms which have the given predicate.
The relation which occurs in the sectind type(Socrates has humanity) is
characterized completely by the fact that it implies aud is implied by a
proposition with only one term, in which the other tenn of the relation
has become a predicatc. A class is a certain cornbination of ternis, a
class-concept is closely akin to a predicate, and the terms whose com-
bination forrns the class are determined by the class-concept. Predicate
are, in a certain scnse, the sinrplest type of concepts, since they occur in
the simplest type of proposition.

68. There is, connected with every predicate, a great variety of
closely allied concepts, which, in so far a^s the.y are distinct, it is
important to distinguish. Stnrting, ftru example, with huma,n, we hsve
m&n, men, all nren, everv man, &nJ lnan, the hurnan race, of rvhich all
ercept the first are twofold, a denoting concept and an object denoted;
we have also, les.s closely analogous, the notions ('a man' and t'sorne

manr'.which again denote objectsf other than themselves. 'Ihis r.a^st
apparatus connected with every predicate must be borne in mind, and
an endeavour must be rnade to give an anal.vsis of all the above notions.
But for the piesent, it is the property of denoting, rather than the
various denoting concepLs, that we are concerned with, . '

l'he combination of cnncepts as such to fonn new concepts, of greater
complexity than their constitueirts, is a subject upon which rvriters on
logic have said rnany things. But the conrbination of terrns a-s such,
to fonn what b-v analogy may be called cnmplex tenns, is a subiect
upon which logicians, old and nerv, give us only the scantiest disctrssion.
Nevertheless, the subiect is of vital importance to the philosophy of
mathematics, since the nature both of number and of the variablc turns
upon just this point. Six wotds, of constant occurrence in daily life,
arc also characteristic of mathematics: these are the words all, ellery1,
anlJ, a, wme and, thz. For corrrcctness of reasoning, it is cssential that
these words should be sharply distinguished one fronr another; brrt
the subject bristles rvith diffiCulties, and is ahn<xt ruirolly ueglccted by
logiciansf.

It is plain, to begin with, that a phrase containing one of the above

former I but in future, unless the contr:ary ie indicaterl by a hyphen or otherwise,
the latter will always be in question. The former expresses the identity of Socrates
with arr ambiguous individual; the lattcr expnesser a relation of Socrates to the
class-concept mnn.

* I ehall use the word ohjectin a wider sense thzt term, to cover both sirrgular
antl plural, and also cases of ambiguity, euch a"q "a man. " lJre fact that a word cart
be framed with a wider meauing than tum raises grave logical problems, Of. $ a7,

t On the indelinite articlc, some good remarks are made by Meirrorrg,
'rAbstrahiren uurl Vergleichery" 7'eilx:hrtJl fir P4y:hologie und Phy*iologie d'er
Sinnuorgane, Vol. xxrv, p. 63.

oo
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brought out by the following considerations. In the ffrst proposition' it
is Bmwn and Jons who are two, and this is not true of either separately;
nevertheless it is not the whole cornpoied of Brown and Jones which is
two, for this is onl,v one. lhe two a,re a genuine combination of Brown
with Jones, the kind of combination which, as we shall see in the nert
chapter, is characteristic of cla^sses. In the second ploposition, on the
contraryr what is asserted is true of Brown and Jones severally; the
proposition is equivalent to, though not (I think) identical withr "Brown
is paying court to Miss Smith and Jones is paying court to Mis,s Smith.'
Thus the conrbination indicated by anil is not the same hene as in the
ffnst ca.se: the first cas€ concerred all of them collectively, while the
second conoerns aJJ distributively, i.e. each or every one of them. For
the sake of distinction, we may call the firct a nurrct'ual' conjunction,
since it gives rise to nurnber, the second a propositilmal conjunction,
since the proposition in which it occun* is equivelent to a cunjunction of
proErsitions. (It should be observed that the conjunction of propo-
sitions in question is of a wholly dift'erent kind from any of the conr-
binations we are corisidering, being in fact of the kind which is called
the logical prcduct. The propositions are combined grzd propositions,

each of which implies a third propositiou c. lJren the disjunction

" a or b" irnplies c. Norv let a and D be propositions as-sigrri4g the
sarne predicate to two different subjects, then there is a combination
of the two gubjects to which the given predicate may be assigned so
that the resulting proposition is equivalent to the disjunction " a or 0."
Thus suppose we have tt if you nret Brown, you met a very ardent loverr"
and ( if you nret Jones, you met a very ardent lover.' Hencr we infer
(( if you met Brown or if you tnet Jones, you met a very ardent loverr'
and we regard lhis a.s equivalent to " if you tnet Brown or Jones, etc."
l'he combinatirin of Brown and Jones hele indi<rted is the same as that

nor yet that it must have been Jones. 'fhus the proposition is not
eqnivalent to the disjunction of propositions " it must have been Brown
or it must have been Jones.' Tlie propositiou, in facL is not capable of

fcru,r. v 67

* I irrterrd to distirsuish betwee' a anrd ronu irr a rvay 
'ot 

warra'ted by languag.e;

:|;,j':1il:f,';"ll,jll. ";,0 ",,ay r. ,i* . .t*i,,il,s'"r';;s.. Both are ,i*;;At;"

\
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statement either as a disjunction or as e conjunction of propositionst
except in the very rcundabout form : tt if it was not Brown, it was
Jonels, and if it wa^s not Jones, it was Brown," & form which rapidly
be<pmes intolerable when the number of terms is incrcased beyond two,
and betromes theoreticall.y inadmissible when the number of ternrs is
infinite. l'hus thig fonn of disjunction denotes a variable term, that

is undecided. 'fhat is to s,alr our proposition is now equivalent to a

perfectly definite concept, which denotee the various terms of the combi-
nation cornbined in the specified manner. To explain this, let us repeat
our distinctions in e ca.se rvhere the terrns to be cornbined are not
enumeratetl, as above, but are defined a.s the tenns of a certain class'

60. When a class-concept o is given, it must be held that the
various terrns belonging to the cla^ss are also given. That is to say' eny
ternr being propo*ed. it tnn be decided whethet or not it belongs-to the
class. Inlhis ivay, a eollection of tenns can be given othetrvise than by
enuureration. Whether a collection c'an be given otherrvise thnn by
enumerntion or bv a cla^rs-con<ept, is a question which, for the presentt
I leave undetermined. But the possibility of giving a collection b.v a
class-concept is highly important, since it enables us to deal rvith iDfinite
crllections, as rve shall tce in Part V. For the present, I rvish to exauline
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amg a ilenots a variable a, that is, whatever particular a we may fastenupon, it is certain tha! qny a does not denoteihat on;, ;; ,"rrriln",otu. 

Ty proposition is-true which is true of ury 
".'i"-i;;;; "variable disjunction: that is to say, a proposition '.r,tl"t toia. oio", o

rticular a, so that it is not reducible to
r.example, a point lies between any

it would nol be true of any one
een any point and any other -ooint.

' points between which it did not l;e.

mean that there was a first momeni
any_moment' means the exect oppt
predecessors.

61. In the case of a class a rvhich ha.s a finite number of terms--9! an ht att,. au, rve can illustrate these various notions ," faf"".r r-( l)  l l l  a 's denotes arand a"and...  rndr".

\?l 
Eoery a_denotes a" and denotes au *J-... *n.l denotes ao.(g) Ang a denotes 

3 or g.or... or a., rvhere or hr the,neaningthat it is irrelevant which we talie.
,. or an, where or has the rneaning
baken, just as in al,l a's we must not

;es a2 or... or denotes a., where it is
the contnary some one particular a

he various ways of combining terms
ples of rnatheinatics, it ma.yt well
rllowing important exampll".
class of classer. We then obtain
r from various cornbinations of an4,
r this case, introduce anything neir,.

r belongiug to D, in other u.ords, the
ommon part or logi<nl product of

r. the class a is contained in anv
is contained in the logical ,um o'f

i.e. there is a class belonqine to D
re diftbrenee between thir'.*:";j
rere therr is one 6 to which everv
decided that every a beloneed tL
lifferent 6b.

J
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(4) An a belongs to *y 6, i.a. whatever D we take, it has e partin comrnon with a.
(5) 

_An a belongr to a b, i.e. there is a 6 which has a part in common
wlth a..^. l'his is equivalent to .. some (or an) a belongs to'some 0..

(6) some a belongs to any D, i.e. there is an"a which belonsB to
*:^^:lyl 

port of all the D\ or a and all the D's have 
"-*-..r"pr"tI'hese are all the cases that arise here.

(p) ft is instructive, as showing- the_ generulity of the type of
relations here considered, to compare "the abive 

"""" 
*itt the foliowing.

I*t a, 6 be two series of real numbers; then ,i* p*"iJy ;;;i.g"i.
cqses arise,

. (f)- An-y a is less.than any D, or, the series a is contained omong
numbers less than every D.

,. ,(?) 
Any a is less than a b,o4 whatever a we take, there is a Dwnrch- rs greater, or, the series a is contained among numbers less than

a- (variable) tenn of the series 6. It does not folloi th"t so-u Lr- or
the series b is greater than all the a's. -

(3)- Any a_ is Iess than some D, or, there is a term of D which isgreater than all the a's. I'his case is not to be confounded 
"ith ig):-' 

'

(4) An a is less than any b, i.e. whatever D we take, tt"."i. ,r,
a which is less than it.

(5) An a is less than a b, i.e. it is possible to find an a and a 6
such that the a is less than the D. This'merely a""i". tt"t-"rry7i,
greater than any D.

(6) sonre a is less than any b, i.e. there is an a which is ress than
all the D's. This was not implied in (a), where the o ,..", ,-""l.Ulu
whereas here it is constant.

- 
In this <nse, actual mathelnatics have compelled the distinction

between the variable and the constant disiunction. But in other cases,
where mathematics have_ not obtairred sway, the ai-iirJi""-i*-u*ri
neglected; and the mathematician., * o'*i natural, have not in'esti-
gated.the logical natute of the disiu

(y) I shall give one other iirst
between any and, ez'e4r7, rvhich has
cases. Let a and D be two classg
relations between thern arise fi,onr r
of their te'rrs. 'rhe follorving technical terms will be useful. rf a be
a class o,f classes, its-kigical su*r consists of all ternrs belongiug to any
a, i.e. all terms such that there is arr a to which th"y don?,;hiii.
its logical p.od9c-t consists of all 

-ternrs 
belonging to every a, i.i.' to the

comnron part of all the a's. We have then thi dlo*i"g ;r_..
. (l) . A-tI t"1m of .any a belongs to every b, i.e. tfe logical surn of

a is contained in the logica[ product of 6.
. !2) -A,ny 

tergr of any a belongs to a b, i.e. the logical sum of a
is contained in the logical sum of 6. -

Bl,62f Dernting

(g) Any term of any a belongs to some D, i.e. there is a D which
contains the logical sum of a.

(4) Any tcrm of some (or an) a belongs to every D, i.c. there is an
a which is contained in the product of D.

(5) Any term of some (or an) a belongrs ln a b, i.e. there is an a
which is contained in the sum of D.

(6) Any term of some (or an) a belongs to some D, i.e. there is a
D which contains one class belonging to a.

(7) A term of anv a belongs to any D, i.e. any class of a and any
cla.cs of D have a common part.

(8) A term of any a belongs lo a b, i.c. any cla.ss of a has a part
in comnron with the logical sum of D.

(9) A term of any o belongs to some D, i.e. therc is a b with which
any a has a part in commort.

('10) A term of an a belongs to every b,i.e. lhe logtol sum of o
and the l"gr""l product of D have a conmon part.

(ll) A tenn of a,n a belongs to any bri.e. glven any D, an a can
be found with which it has e common part.

(fP) A term of an a belongs to abri.e. the logical sums of a end
of D have a common part.

(lS) Any term of every a belongs to every b, i,e. lJne logi<nl
product of a is contained in the logical pmduct of D.

(f4) Any term of every a belongt to a D, i.a the loCtol product
of a is contained in the losr*l sum of D.

(f5) Any terni of every a belongr to some D, i.e. there is a term
of D in which the l"Srol pmduct of a is cnonta.ined.

(16) A (or some) term of every a belongt to every D, i.a. the logical
products of a and of 6 have a common part.

(17) A (or some) term of every a belongs to a D, i,e. the logical
prcduct of a and t}e logical sum of 6 have a common part.

(f8) Some term of any a belongs to every b, i.e. any a has a part
in-common with the logical product of D.

(I0) A term of some a belongs to any D, i.a. thene is some term
of a with which any D has a conrmon part.

(20) A term of every a belongs to any b, i.e. any D has a part in
common with the logicel product of a.

The above eramples show that, although it may often happen that
there.is a mutual implication (which has not always been stated) of
correspgnding propositions concerning sonw and. a, or concerning ang
and. eaeFy4 yet in other ca.ses there is no such mutual implication. Thus
the five notions discussed in the present chapter arc genuinely distinct,
and to cpnfound them may lead to perfectly definite fallacies.

62. It appears fronr the above discussion tlpt, whether there are
diferent ways of denoting or not, the objects deuded by & ma4 coery
man, etc. are certainly distinct. It seems therefore legitimate to sey

6l
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that the whole difference lies in the objects, and that denoting iureli is

the same in all cases. There are, however, many difficult problems

proposition in question, and is not s_pecially denoted.by _eoma man.

Thus the con"rete event which happened is not asserted in the proposi-

tion. What is asserted is nrerell' that sorile one of a cla^ss of concretg

concept is used as denoting.
65. It remains to discrrss the notion of the' This notion has

sz-s4J Denoting 63

curious paradox, puzzling to the symbolic nrind, that definitions, theo-

becomes wholly unnecessary to the reasoning to remember the actual
object defned, since only concepLs are relevant to our deductions. In
the monrent of discovery, the definition is seen lo b tnu, because the
object^to be defined was already in our thoughts; but as part of our
rea^soning- it is not true, but 4erely symbolic, rin<e what the reasoning
Klgires-i1 not tha! it should deal with thal object, but merel.y that
it should dea,l with the object denoted by the definition.

In most actual definitions of rnathernatics, what is defined B a chms

is it identical with ? Nevertheless identity nrust be sonrething. We
might attcmpt !9 relove identity from terms to relations, and say that
two terms are identical in some respect when they have a given relation
to a 6fven terrn. But then we shall have to hold either that there is
strict identity between the two cases of thc given relation, or that the
two cases have identity in the sense of having a giverr relation to a given
term ; but the latter view leads to an endless pnrcG's{r of the illegitimate
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kind. Thus identity must be admittcd, a,nd the difficulty as to the
two terms of e relation muet be met by a eheer denial that two difforent
terurs a,re nec€sary. There must always be a referent and a relatum,
but these need not be distinct: and wbere identity is affrmed, they ore
not sot.

But the question arises: Why is it ever worth while to effirm
identity ? Ttis question is answered by tle theory cif denoting. If
*9 say " Edward VII is the K!ng,' we assert an identity; the neason
why this assertion is worth making is, that in the one case the actual
tenn occurs, while in the other a denoting croncept takes its place.
(For purpooes of discussionr'I ignore the fact that &lwards form e
clasg and that seventh &|waldg form a dass having only one term.
Mwa.rd VII is practicelly, though not forurally, a proper name-) Oftcn
two denoting concepts occur, and the tcnn itself is not mentioned, as

propcitiona does not itself etete this further relotion" but statee pure
identityf.

definite relation, the eeme in all six cases, and thet it is the natur€ of

is essential to what mathematice ealls definition, as well as to the

6664 661 Denoti,ng
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